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Married for God, by Christopher Ash (249.2 ASH)  

It is our natural tendency to seek personal happiness and satisfaction in marriage. With 

clarity and conviction, Christopher Ash turns us toward marriage in the service of God. 

With practical applications for everyday life, Ash shows us God’s purposes and patterns 
for every part of the marriage relationship. 

 

The Meaning of Marriage, by Timothy Keller (249.2 KELLER)  Showing how God 

created marriage to bring us closer to him and to bring us more joy in our lives, this book 

brings both perspective and practical help for marriages. This is also available as a group 

study (K-DVD 249 MARRIAGE 6.sessions) 

 

This Momentary Marriage, by John Piper (249.2 PIPER)  In a small book we have 

here a graduate course in marriage looking carefully at the biblical meaning of marriage, 

the concept of covenant, the importance of forgiving and forbearing, the issues of headship 

and submission and the place of childbearing.  There are also chapters for the single and 

divorced. 

 

 What Did You Expect??: Redeeming the Realities of Marriage, by Paul David 

Tripp (249.2 TRIPP).  At some point in marriage, you realize that you need something 

sturdier than romance, and deeper than shared interests. You need changed 

expectations, radical commitments, and most importantly, you need grace. 

   

Each for the Other: Marriage As It’s Meant to Be   (249.2 CHAPELL)   

As we  learn to  live "each for the other," we re-enact the story of Jesus sacrifice that lifts us 

from the bottomless pit of self-indulgence to a purposeful life with God. 

 

When Sinners Say “I Do”: Discovering the Power of the Gospel for 
Marriage by Dave Harvey (CD 249.2 HARVEY).  This is the unabridged audio 

version of  the book by Dave Harvey, so you can put it in your car and listen every day 

on the way to work.  Honest and practical, it offers a biblical diagnosis of marital strife, 

and then demonstrates the life-transforming power of the gospel for two people 

building a marriage together. 

   

Unclaimed Baggage: Dealing with the Past on Your Way to a Stronger 

Marriage, by Don and Jan Frank (249.2 FRANK).  Your spouse questions your money 

management, and you hit the ceiling.  Conflict sends you running for cover.  Your in-laws 

seem to have a hand in every decision you make as a couple.  What's going on here?  Very 

likely, you and your mate have brought baggage from your past into your marriage. 
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LOOKING TOWARD MARRIAGE 

Your Future “Other Half”:  It Matters Whom You Marry  

(249.72 VanDOODEWAARD)  Biblical advice for women who are in a 

relationship, who wish to be in a relationship, or who struggle in an imperfect 

marriage, discussing the spiritual, emotional, mental, physical and relational 

effects of intimacy. 

 

 

Getting Serious About Getting Married: Rethinking the Gift of 

Singleness (249.7 MAKEN)  Does the Bible expect men and women to 

marry?  Rejecting our culture’s increasing rejection of marriage, this book 

points us back toward a Biblical view that marriage is the norm, and that 

young adults should look for marriage sooner rather than later. 

 

 

A Christ-Centered Wedding: Rejoicing in the Gospel on Your Big 

Day  (249.72 STRODE) From the engagement to the wedding day, here’s 
what you need to know, from the importance of counseling and staying pure, 

to planning, budgeting and carrying out the wedding itself. 

 

 

TWO FOR NEWLYWEDS tips for assumptions you didn’t know you had 

 

Put the Seat Down (for the guys) (249.24 MacCALLUM).   

Chapters include: She thinks you’re still dating; Shut up and talk; It may 

be your castle, but it’s her nest; and How many in-laws does it take to 

change a lightbulb? 

 

 

He’s Not a Mind Reader (for the gals)   

(249.22 GARRISON).  Chapters include: The big hairy man; He’s not your 
dad, you’re not his mom; I’m his what?! and Hang in there, it’s a process. 
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